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1 . Introduction 

To simplify the making of animated movies using 

rotating phasor diagrams to illustrate sinusoidal signals, 

sidebands, and modulation phenomena, a set of macros have 

been written for the ROLL-mode microfilm subroutines . These 

macros may also be used in conjunction with the modified 

BEFLIX program, thus providing the features of both the 

vector-drawing and character-typing modes of output needed 

for making titles, etc. 

The macros described in this memo provide simple 

instructions for defining data for plotting points, drawing 

lines and arrows , and for generating waveforms of oscillatory 

signals having arbitrary frequency and rates of growth or 

decay . 

Before discussing the various features of these 

instructions, it will be helpful to describe briefly the 

arrangement of data tables containing the coordinates of 

points and lines. 

The coordinates of points and lines and other 

parameters are entered as real numbers (i.e . , with decimal 

points) and are stored in floating-point form . (The conversion 

of the floating-point form to integers is performed automatically 

by the graphical output routines . ) 
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A data table containing the coord i nates of 4 pOints 

may be visualized most easily as the array of number pa i rs 

shown in Fig . 1. The coordinates of the first point are the 

Xl Yl 

X2 Y2 

A = 
X3 Y3 

x4 y4 

Fig. 1. A Data Array 

number -pair (Xl,Yl), the coordinates of the second point 

(X2,Y2), etc. 

In defining this table, the s ymbol A has been 

identified as the name of the first location in the table, 

the content of which is Xl. Then A+l denotes the next loca

tion in the table, the content of which is Yl. Introducing 

the notation C(LOC) to denote the content of a l oca tion LOC, 

we see that 

C(A) = Xl 

C (A+l) = Yl 

C(A+2) = X2 

C(A+3) = Y2 

C(A+4) = X3 

etc. 
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Although it may be helpful to visualize the X and 

Y coordinates as separate columns, one must recognize that 

the data are stored in the computer in a single column with 

X and Y interleaved as illustrated here. (That is, double 

subscripts, as used in FORTRAN, are not used in these programs.) 

Data tables are used by the gra.phical output rou

tines. For instance, the statement 

PLTPTS 3,A,CIRCLE 

will cause three small circular pOints to be plotted at the 

coordinates (Xl,Yl), (X2,Y2) and (X3,Y3). (The symbol CIRCLE 

is defined by the octal digits 460000000000.) Similarly the 

ins truction 

PLTPTS 2,A+4,CIRCLE 

will plot two circular pOints at the coordinates (X3,Y3) and 

(X4,Y4). Observe that the instruction 

PLTPTS l,A+I,CIRCLE 

will plot a single circle with interchanged coordinates (YI,X2). 

Data tables are used to describe lines, such as the 

axes of a graph or phasor arrows . A line is descr ibed by 

specifying the coordinates of its two end points . Thus a 

single line is specified by an array of 4 consecutive numbers. 
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, 

Xl Yl Xl 

X2 Y2 Yl 

A :::; 
X3 Y3 A = X2 

-'-

x4 y4 

The instruction 

DRWLNS I ,A 

Y2 

etc. / c,c,'c) 
( X" y,) 

would draw a single line between the end points des cr i bed 

DRWLNS 2,A 

C>S,dV~ (Xl/ if~ ) 

/\X~/ ~1) 
( 1(/, ";) I ) 

above and the second 

by Table A. 

would draw two l i n es, the first as shown 

between the points (X3 , Y3) and (X4 ,Y4 ) specifi ed in Data 

Table A. This second line only may be drawn by t he instruc -

tion (><J, JJ ) 

\ 
(x ,,~,) 

DRWLNS I,A+4 

The order of the pair of pOin ts describing a line 

is important if the lines are directed . Then , an arrow head 

may be automaticall y drawn at the secon d point by the ins truc-

tion /CI(" if') 

/ 
(><'Iq, ) 

DRWARO 1,A, HD ,OPEN 
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or 

DRWARO 1 ,A, HD, CLOSED . 

The symbol HD is either the symbolic address of the numerical 

value of the length of the arrow head when projected onto t he 

line (using 1024 . 0 as the maximum size of the SC4020 plotting 

surface ) or the (f loat ing-point ) numerical value i.tself . The 

arrow head may be either OPEN or CLOSED, as illustrated above . 

2 . Locati on-Defining Macros 

Definition of symbols and arrays may be accomplished 

by two macros -which name and allocate blocks of storage 

located immediately after the end of the main program and 

prior to the l iteral table . These two macros us e the remote 

(RMT) feature of the system, t hus removing them from the main 

program sequence . This useful featu re allows the user to 

define his symbols whe r e they are needed rather than in a 

consolidated list at the beginning of the program . If a 

symbol has already been defined, the largest dimension will 

be used . (A conditional test is incorporated to prevent 

multiple definitions .) The maximum size of the array is 

determined by the largest dimension specified . 

All of the data-setting (SETXXX) macros described 

in the next section will also automatically define an output 

array i f it has not already been defined . Furthermo r e , the 
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size of this a rray will automatically become the lar gest 

specified size on any of the cal ls. Thus, the array dimen

sioning is automatic . 

For i nstance , the statements 

A DIM 4,2 or A DIM 8 

will reserve a block of (4)( 2 ) = 8 storage locations at the 

end of the program, the f irst location being denoted by the 

symbol A and the last locati on being denoted by A+7 . I f , 

however, the symbol A appears as the output array of another 

instruction, say 

SETVA L 26 ,B,A 

then the dimens ion of A would automatically be increased from 

8 to 26 . 

The statement 

DEF (B,NT,ARRAY) 

will reserve three consecutive locations with the first 

denoted symbolically by B, the second by NT , and the last 

by ARRAY . (Obs e rve that B+l specifies the same location 

as NT or ARRAY-l .) 

It should be noted that the two integers M and N 

i n the statement "A DI M M,N" are provided mere l y as a con

ven i enc e to the user so t hat he can think of rectangular 
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matrix-like arrays. However, double-indices are not used in 

these macros ana all arrays must be indexed as a single col

umn of storage locations . 

In general, all symbols appearing in the following 

statements denote symbolic addresses whose contents are the 

specified quantity, with the exception of the Single symbols 

M, N, L, the number-of-frames argument NF used in SETVEL and 

M¢VEXY, and the NTlMES argument in D¢ NTIMES(SUBLIST), which 

denote integers (rather than addresses of integers). As a 

rule, N will denote the number of data items, M the number 

of points (or XY pairs), and L will denote the number of 

lines (or pairs of points) . 

3. Data-Setting Macros 

The next four data-defining macros also use the 

remote (RMT) system feature and may therefore be incorporated 

at any pOint in the same program without disrupting it at 

run-time . However, the main program must terminate in a 

transfer (usually to ENDJ¢B) to protect these data areas. 

Definition of arrays of decimal data ma.y be accom

plished by the sta.tement 

SETNUM (Nl,N2, ... ) 

where L¢C is the symbolic address of the first location in 

the array, and the list Nl,N2, . .. contains either successive 
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decimal i ntegers (no decimal point), dec ima l numbers (with 

decimal point); or de fine d symbol i c locations of suc h numbel's, 

or any mixture t hereof. For ins t anc e , 

AB SETNUM (36 .1 5,42,AB) 

will establish three storage locations whose content s are 

statement 

C( AB) = 36 .15 

C( AB+l ) = 42 

C(AB+2) = 36 .15 

Arrays of octal numbers may be defined by t he 

L¢C ¢DATA (Nl , N2, . .. ) 

where the octal integers will be right justified in each 

36-bit word . Thus, 

MASK ¢DATA (520000000000,42) 

will establish two storage locations whose octal contents 

are 

C(MASK) = 520000000000 

C(MASK+l ) = 000000000042 

Arrays of Hollerith da.ta may be defined by the 

statement 

L¢C HDATA N(Wl, .. . ,WN) 
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where the N, six-character words in the list will be stored 

in binary-coded form in successive locations beginning at 

L~C. For instance, 

ASTRIX HDATA 1(* 

will establish a single location whose contents is the 

alphanumeric octal code for the asterix symbol followed by 

the code for 5 blanks , i . e., 546060606060 . 

To place an integer or its symbolic equivalent into 

a location denoted by the symbol L~C, one may write the state

ment 

L~C SETEQU INTGER 

Several instructions are available for transferring 

data from one array to another . Thus, data may be transferred 

from one array to another by 

SETVAL N,A,C, 

which sets CK = AK for K = 0,1, ... ,N- l To set the first 

N elements of any array A to zero, use the statement 

SETVAL N,O,A 

Thus the instruction 

SETVAL 8,O,A 

will fill t he Table A previously defined with zeros. 
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To transfer the first M, X coordinates from array A 

to array C, one may use the instruction 

SETXS M,A,C, 

For instance , 

SETXS 4,A,A+2 

will set X2 ,X3, and x4 all equal to Xl, without affecting the 

Y values . Similarly, to transfer the first M, Y coordinates 

from array A to array C, use the instruction 

SETYS M,A,C 

T\1is information leaves the X values unchanged. Here also, 

if the symbol A is a zero, zero values will be t ransferred 

to the output array. 

To translate M points given in the table XY by 

some offset (X¢, Y¢ ) and place the new coordinates into 

another table XY¢, one may use 

SET¢FF M,XY,XY¢,¢FFSET 

Here, the offset argument is optional. I f it i s omitted 

(v iz. , SET¢FF M,XY,XY¢ ), this instruction is equivalent to 

(SETVAL N,XY,XY¢) with N = 2M, except that transfer begins 

with the last pair of pOints and proceeds to the first pai r. 

Thus, 

SETVAL 6,XY,XY+2 
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will set all 4 pOints in the table to the same coordinates 

as the first pOint, whereas 

SET~FF 3,XY+2,XY 

will set all 4 points equal to the coordinates of the last 

point. 

Two macros are provided for floating and unfloating 

data arrays. Thus, 

SETINT N,A,K 

will unfloat the first N items of A and place the resul t ing 

integers in K, whereas 

SETFLT N,K,A 

transfers and floats the first N items of K into A. 

The sums and differences of two arrays may be 

obtained by the instructions 

SETSUM N,A,B,C 

Which sets the first N elements of the C array equal to the 

sum of the corresponding elements in the A and B arrays. 

Similarly, 

SETDIF N,A,B,C 

sets CK = AX - BK for K = 0,1, ... ,N - 1 . 
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In the instructions SETSUM, SETDIF, SETVAL, SETXS, 

SETYS and SETINT, the transfer begins at the first entry of 

the tables and proceeds toward the last entry. This fact is 

important when transferring data within the same table, as 

illustrated by the SETXS example given above. There, the 

single coordinate Xl is propagated through all X loca

tions . In contrast, 

SETXS 3,A+2,A 

will replace Xl with X2, X2 with X3, and X3 with X4. 

A time base may be generated by the statement 

SETIME NT,UNIT,TIME 

which computes 

TIME from (NT)(UNIT) . 

The 2M pa.rameters which control the rat e of 

rotation and rate of growth or decay of each of the M phasors 

produced by SIGGEN are set into an array PAR by the statemen t 

SETPAR M,¢PTI¢N,DATA,NF,PAR 

The data specified 1n the array, DATA = (AO,BO, Al,Bl ,A2,B2, ... ,AM,BM ) 

are interpreted in accord with two options: 

(1 ) For option = AMPDEG, A(K) is the ampUtude - grO\~th 

factor per NF frames and B(K ) is the frequency of the Kth sig

nal expressed in degrees per NF frames of the movie . 
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(2) For option = DT, A(K) is the real part of the Kth pole 

and B(K) is the imaginary part (in nepers and radians , respec 

tively ) . DT is the symbolic address of the time interval 

becween successive frames . (Any symbol may be used for DT 

except AMPDEG.) 

To generate a set of harmonically related sinusoidal 

signals, as required by a Fourier series , the parameter array 

PAR may be set by the single instruction 

SETFRQ M,FUND,PAR . 

Using this PAR in SIGGEN will produce a constant signal (of 

zero frequency) and the first M-l harmonics of FUND, where 

FUND is the fundamental frequency (in degrees per frame) . 

A :ine is described by two data - pairs which con

tain the coordinates of the ends of the line . The data array 

for a collection of L lines is assembled from arrays XYl and 

XY2, containing respectively the coordinates on the first and 

second end-points , by the instruction, 

SETLNS L,XY1,XY2,LNA 

To define a collection of lines with their first 

ends at t he origin, the symbol XYl is replaced by "0" . For 

instance, since each Signal is described by a point, whereas 

a phasor is described by a line, twice as many numbers are 

needed to specify a phasor data table . 
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° ° !-.---- - ---
I 

X.l ; Yl ' 
XY = = 7 PHA = 

° ° 
X2 Y2 

Transfer of t he data for M pOints from XY t u PHA at t he loea-

tions indi cated in the preceding diagram i s acc ompli s hed by 

t he instrucUon 

SE'rLNS 2 ,0,XY,PHA 

Similarly, the symbol XY2 ma.y be replaced by "0" if the secan(J 

end of each line i s to be at the origin _ 

A ta ble of M, XY pairs may be thought of as M com-

plex numbers _ It is possible to multiply these numbe r ~ by 

a singl e comp lex scalar A = (A l ,A2 ) and place t he r esults in 

anothe r table AXY by the s ingle inst ruc tion 

SE'rSCA M, A,XY,AXY 

By sett.ing A2 = 0 , Ulls ope ra t ion ma y b e used t o scale al l 

da t a i n the table XY by the s ame r ea.l c onstant , Al _ Similarly , 

by l etting A = ( c os e, s in e) , the points in the array XY wi.L 1 

be r ota ted counterclockwise about t he origin through an angle b . 

To move a se t of pOint s from XYl to XY2 in NF frames , 

the point s mu s t be moved by amoun.ts pe r frame g1 ven by the 

l a.ble XYVEI, which may be computed by the simp _le instruction 

SETVEL M,XY l ,XY2 ,NF,XYVEL 
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Here, NF is either an integer or a symbol equivalent to an 

i nt eger. 

4. Utility Macros 

Two macros useful for saving and restoring any of 

the seven index registers of the IBM-7094 are 

XRSAVE L¢C (ARGS) 

which saves the content s of the index registers listed as 

ARGS in successive loc ations beginning at L¢C, and 

LOC XRREST (ARGS) 

which restores the index registers listed as ARGS from the 

values stored in successive locations beginning at L¢C. 

Thus to save registers 1 and 4 at the beginning of a sub

r outine, one may write 

XRSAVE SUBXIT(l,4) 

and at the end of the subroutine 

SUBXIT XRREST(l,4) 

TRA (return address) 

To provide N blank frames of film for leader, etc., 

simply write 

LEADER N 

where N is a positive integer. 
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An array ?A of pci n~ da ta gi ven i n polar form, 

(Rl,Al,R2,A2 , . . , ,:w.,AM) J where RK is the magni tude and AK is 

the angle (in degr ee s ) of the Kth pOint , ~ay be conv e r t ed t~ 

r ectangula.r form by t he in s tr~lc t ion 

RA2XY M,RA,XY 

Similarly, conversion of XY data to polar form, with tile ang le 

between 0 and 360 degrees, may be accomplished by the ins truc -

tion 

X':'2RA M,XY,RA 

Finally, the instruction 

RA2L¢G M,RA,L¢GRA 

places the natural logarithms of the complex data-pairs RA 

into the array L¢GRA . 

A list of subroutines (each terminating in TRA 1 , 4) 

may be executed N times by the instruction 

D¢ NTIMES, (SUBLST) 

Graphica l output instructions may use the R¢LL mode 

subroutines DVR, DVR1, DVR2, DVR3, TSP, and TSP1. However, 

these subroutines require different data structures than 

·· those just described. Furthermore, the data must be integers, 

Therefore the following macros are provided to facilitate use 

of the data arrays described above. 
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DRWLNS L,XYENDS,¢FFSET 

This statement will draw L lines whos e ends are specified 

in the data array XYENDS, with offset specified by a two

element array ( X¢,Y¢ ) having the symbolic name ¢FFSET . If 

the ¢FFSET is zero, the last argument is omitted (DRvlLNS 

L, XYENDS). Four data elements must be specified for each 

line to be drawn. 

As mentioned in the Introduction, pOin ts are speci

fied by their (X,Y) coordinates and may be plotted by the 

instruction 

PLTPTS M,XYPTS,CHAR,¢FFSET 

If no offset is desired , the last argument is omitted . 

A clock with face marked at 5- minute intervals and 

minute and hour hands is generated by the statement 

CL¢CK RADIUS, ¢FFSET 

where RADIUS is the symbolic address of the c l ock radius and 

¢FFSET contains the XY coordinates of the clock center . The 

clock is set to have a minute-hand PERI¢D (in frames) by the 

statement 

SETCLK PERI¢D 

The clock is plotted by including the subroutine CL¢CK in an 

appropriate (SUBLIST) . It is made to run (i.e., to advance 
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with each call to CL¢CK) by the statement 

RUNCLK 

It may be s topped by the statement 

STPCLK . 

Ttle instructions (or their SUBLIST equivalen ts ), 

TSX ZR¢CLK,4 

TSX ADVCLK,4 

TSX SHi2lCLK,4 

may 8.190 be used to set the clocl, t o zero , to advance the 

clock by one-frame, and to plot the clock . 

Dynamic movements may be accomplished by the 

st?tement 

M¢VEXY M,XYl,XY2 , NFRMS,XY (SUBLST) 

which moves M pOints XY f r om the initial positions specUi.e d 

in XYI to the final po s itions specified in XY2 . The mot i on 

is linear and occurs in NFRAMES . At each frame the list of 

subroutines (SUBLST ) is performed . 

5 . Signal-Processing Macros 

The single statement 

SIGGEN M, PA R, AMP , XY¢LD, XY ,NGT, (SUBGT) , NHT, (SUBH'I, ) 

Cl'eates a gener-atoY' for M comp l ex signal phasors, ~Ihos e 

frequencies and growth rates are determined by the 2M pa.Y'a rn r:,LerrJ 
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in PAR. The initial values of each phasor are specified by 

the 2M elements in AMP . The 2M elements comprising the 

array XY contain t he (X,Y) coordinates of the M phasors at 

the present frame . The 2M elements of XY¢LD contain t he 

(X ,Y ) coordinates at the previous frame. (ThUS, continuous 

traces may be deflned by the instruction SETLNS M,XY¢LD,XY, 

LINES.) The integer NGT is t he present sample number. NHT 

is the historical sample number. This macr o is usual ly 

included wi th in a subroutine or loop so that SIGGEN is used 

r epeatedly to generate the data for successive frames of t he 

movie . 

Th e present integer time of the generator is NGT. 

Each call to SIGGEN i ncrements' NGT by 1 and performs the 

list of subrout ines (SUBGT), using the signal values at NGT. 

The historical time NHT is incremented from zero to NGT to 

obtain each new value of NGT while performing the list of 

subroutines (SUBHT ) for each NHT value between 0 and NGT . 

In this way the historical trace is recomputed for each frame 

of the movie, t hus minimizing storage requirements (at the 

expense of repeated computation ). 

Usually, the last subroutine in (SUBGT) will con

tain a (TSX R¢LL,4) instruction to advance the film of the 

microfilm plotter . R¢LL may simply be given as the last 

subroutine in the list, viz . (SUBl,SUB2,R¢LL). 
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On each execution of SIGOEN, the content of NOT is 

increased by 1. The his t.ori ca l subroutines (SUBHT) a r e 

performed only if NHT < NG'r. Hence, by set.ting NOT to a 

nega tive integer value initially , the signal generator will 

remain inope rative until a sufficient number of calls to 

SIeGEN ha',e been made to increase NGT to a positive integer 

value. This f eature may be used to suspend the phas ar anima

tion for a brief i niti a l peri od wh ile executing othe r changes, 

such as slow movement of the graph axes , etc ., under cOlltl'ol 

of the CHANGE STATE and STATE ATTlME subr out ines . 

The ptlasors stored in array XY may be a dded vec 

tor ially and t.heir partial sums placed into an array SXY by 

the instruct i on 

SIGSUM M, XY , SXY 

then 

C(SXY ) = Xl 

C( SXY+2 ) = Xl + X2 

C(SXY+4 ) = Xl + X2 + X3 

C(SXY+5 ) = Yl + Y2 + Y3 

etc. 

To change the tuning of t he I?ignal generator and 

any other parameters at specifie d instants during the run, 
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it is possible to specify a list of subroutines which will 

be executed at specified instants by the statement, 

STATE ATTIME ((NT1,L,0Cl)(NT2,L,0C2) ... ). 

Then subroutine L,0Cl will be executed when NT = NT1, sub

routine L,0C2 will be executed when NT = NT2, etc. 

To call this subroutine, one writes the singl e 

statement 

CHANGE STATE,NT 

where NT is the address of the integer time measure to be 

compared with the ordered integer values NTl, NT2, etc., speci

fied in the "STATE ATTIME" subroutine. 

6 . Availability 

This macro package is availab l e on semipermanent 

disk, and may be opened by control card: 

WHHMVE MYDISK PMACR,0 

The macro package is liberally annotated and the interested 

user may obtain a listing by using the program 

JOB CARD 

WHHMVE MYDISK PMACR,0 

FAP 

XXX CRUNCH PMACR,0 

(Insert here users program) 

END 

I 
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Instructions for suppressing the lis t ing of the macros are 

given in the list ing. A summary of the macros appears in t he 

attached append ix . 

MH-137l-WHH- JG 

Attached 
appendix 

W. H. HUGGINS 
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SYMB~L fiNO DATA-DEFINING MACR ~ S -- USE RMT LISTING 
=================================================== - - _ ._- _._-- - -_.- - , - - ---

OfF (A.B.C •••• I LI STS 0F S INGlf. SYMBOILS 
UlC_ -12..UL __ N __ PlR __ MJ i'! __ . _____ A$1 I GNS N OIR MXN ~P.\CES H UK 
L0C HoATA N(WI.W2 •••• 1 RCI DATA EN TRY BF~I~NING AT LIC 
L"C ~O IlTA (NI.N? ••• 1 ACTAL DATfI ENT RY BEGINNING AT Liil C,, ___ _ 
UK SE TEQU INTGER PUTS EOIJIV >IF INTG fR hT Lt>C 
U!t<;' __ ~EI.N._U_'1._( ~_~G S.L ____ , ___ S T?lR E S II RGS flF GINN I NG_ hT L'lC WH F q t 

flRGS ARE U1C SYMB 0LS "I< fleC. NII'1f1FR~ 
____ ~.f TY_AL N.A_.C TR~NSFERS FTRST N VAL'I!:') FRIil M A TGI C 

SETXS M.fI.C TPhNSF E ~ S FIRST '1 X VfllllFS FRM A HI C 
___ -=-So.-E=T-!:Y-=-S::-_--:7M..!.. -"A-!-: • .!eC,.,-:-:-;:-=-=-=-=-=-__ -::T:-':Rc:lI"'Nc:S;.::F=*ER ~ F IR ,) T M Y Y 1\ L..\!._~2.-.!'.~~_.r 'l r. 

StT~FF M.~Y.~Y0.~FFS F I TRANS FERS M P ~ INT S OIF XY I NT'! XYH 
WITH i1IFF SFT « i<FF~ET ClPrI'-l NIILl. 

SET INT N.A.K 
_SETFLT __ N.K._A 
SE TSUM N.A.B.C 
SETOIF N.A.B.C 
S!:TIM~ NT.UNIT.TIME 
S~TFRO M.FUND.FREOH 

-----sETPfl-R--M. PlP-T. OAT A. NF. PA R-

------ - -
SETLNS 
SETSCA 

L.XVI.~Y2.LNA 

M.A.B.C 

=========== === 

UNFL0AT N ITEM~ 'IF fI INT ~ ~ 

FL~~TS N ITFM S ~F K INT~ II - -
A~q INT O! C ARRAY F~R FIR~ T N IT EMS 
A-B INTH C I\R~AY F~R FIRST N IT FMS 
CHMPUTF TI ME FR~M NT~IJNIT 
PUTS M-l HAqM~NICS IF Fll NO INT ~ FRFOH 
C~M~~TFS ~IG~EN PA~AMFTEA~ FRAM flATA 
OIPT~AMPflFr. F0R NF=NU~f\FR OIF FRAMFS 
OIPT~oT F0R OT=TIME BFTWE EN rRA MES 
SFTS flATA INT0 LNfI ARRAY FOIR L INF S 
PUT S M Cf'lMPLF.X P'H'IOIICT S 1 F (I\l -.-~-
wTTH B-PAIRS INT0 C-PAI R~ . 
SETS XYVEL TOI M~VF. ~ P ~ I~TS Fq~ v 

~Yl T0 XV ? TN NF FRA M F~ . 

LEADER N PUT N ":F RA'1 ElTA6T~ -.1N--FiT>1 
_ ____ X.~5AV E L0C. (XRLl ST I SAV E XR LIST flEGINNIN '; IN U'II; 
L0C ~RREST (~Ri.-iS TI RESHIR E )(R LIST Fq['M LViC 

)(X?"B.~_ M.~Y.RA Ci1!NVERTS M P ~ [NTS FR'1 '<FO T~ P~LAP 
RA2XY M.RA. XY C0NVEP,T '1 P'HNT S FRRM P01 Ar HI UFO. 
RA2LPlG M.RA.L0 GR A COINVERTS M P~INT~ FROI'1 P0LAR TM L ~G 
00 NTIME S '(SLJ BLSTI REPFATS LIST OIF SlJflRfl IJT INf,) NTP'F ~ . 

DRWLNS L.XYENDS. 0FFS ET ~RAWS L LIN ES . ( OIFFSFT ~ P T I~~A L I 
-----O<ORW-AR0- L.I-N-S-A.LENGTi.f.T-YPF.0FFSET fJRAWS L ARRVlWS WITH HEAfl 

LENGTH (F LTNG- PTI AND TYPE [ S ( rpFN 
----·- ~ R C-LeSEOo- t.-"- ( ntFFSET ~ PTrc;,NAL). 

PLTPTS M.~VPT S .CHftR. 0FFSET PL~T S M P0INT S . (RFFSFT 0PT (:I NA LI. 
CL0CK RAOIUS. 0FFSE T DEFINES SETC LK PF ~ I ~O. RUNC LK. STPCLK-

AL S0 SUB S. ZR0CLK, AfJVCLK. ~Y0CLK 
M0VEXY M.XY-l~ XYi .NFR-MS--;- -XY(S-UBL-STI M0 VFS ~Y FRM XYl HI XV? IN 

NFRMS 00!NG SUBLIS T fiT EACH FRA'1F 
SIGNAL-PR"'CESSING -M-AC-RflS- - ----- -- - -
=========== ============= 

SIGGEN M.PAR.AMP.XYMLo.XY.NGT.(SUq GT I.NHT.( SURHT I 
SIGSUM M.XY.SXY SUMS SUCCESIVE XV DATA INT 0 SK Y 

"'5 T;;;-;CAT;-'E;:-'A7-:T""'T""I'"'M7;Ei-":'(;";(:7N:;T"'l • L "CII ( NT 2 • L 0C '2 ,:-:-: ; - S P E'C I FIE'S niA T THE 5 WI R eill T 1111 E 
L0Cl WILL BE (MPLE'1ENTEfJ WHFIII NT~NTI. 

ETC~ - (SEE(:HANGf-STATF MileR" I\ EL,J WI 
CHANGE STATE.NT CALLS STA TE ATTIM~ SUQP ,llI TI NF 

------------- -






